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Abstract 

In this paper we introduce some types of ordered contractive mappings and obtain 
some fixed point theorems of nonlinear mappings in ordered Banach spaces. 

1. Introduction 

Let E be a real Banach space. EP ⊂  is called a cone in E if : (i) P is 
nonempty convex closed; (ii) for any Px ∈  and any real ;,0 Px ∈λ>λ  

(iii) Px ∈  and Px ∈−  implies .θ=x  For a cone P in E, we can define 
the ordering "" P≤  in ,: yxE P≤  if and only if Pxy ∈−  for all yx,  in 
E. A cone P in E is called normal, if there exists a constant number 

,0>N  such that yx PP ≤≤θ  implies NyNx ,≤  is called normal 

constant of P. 

The fixed point theorems of nonlinear mappings in ordered Banach 
spaces have been studied by many authors. In this paper, we introduce 
some types of ordered contractive mappings and obtain some fixed point 
theorems. 
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Let "" P≤  be ordering defined by cone P, for ,, Evu ∈  if either 
vu P≤  or uv P≤  holds, we said that u and v are -P comparable. If u 

and v are -P comparable, we set ,uvu P =  if vu P≥  and vvu P =  if 
.vu P≤  

Lemma 1. Let P be a cone in E. If u and v are -P comparable, then 
vu −  and uv −  are -P comparable and 

( ) ( ).uvvu PP −−≤θ   

  Lemma 2. Let P be a cone in E and let S be a bounded linear operator 

from E to E with bounded inverse .1−S  Then 

(1) ( )PS  is a cone in E. 

(2) For every ,,, yxEyx P≤∈  if and only if ( ) ( ) ( ).ySxS PS≤  

(3) If P is a normal cone with normal constant N, then ( )PS  is a 

normal cone in E with normal constant .1−SNS  

(4) For every xEyx ,, ∈  and y are -P comparable, if and only if 
( )xS  and ( )yS  are ( )-PS comparable and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).ySxSyxS PSP  =  

In this paper, we always suppose that Λ  is a family of normal cone with 
common normal constant N and for every ,, Λ∈QP  there exists a 

bounded linear operator EESPQ →:  with bounded inverse 1−
PQS  such 

that ( ) QPS =  and .11 == −
PQPQ SS  For every ISP PP =Λ∈ ,  (the 

identity operator on E). 

For aEba ,, ∈  and b are called -Λ comparable, if there exists 
Λ∈P  such that a and b are -P comparable. The sequence { }nx  is called       

-Λ comparable, if for all nxmn ,,  and mx  are -Λ comparable. Λ  is said 
to have convergent sequence comparable property, if for every -Λ  

comparable convergence sequence { }nx  with limit nxx ,∗  and ∗x  are 
-Λ comparable for all n. 
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2. Fixed Point Theorems 

Theorem 1. Let mapping EET →:  is continuous and 10 <λ<  
satisfies 

(i) If a and b are Λ∈P  comparable, then there exists Λ∈Q  such 
that Ta  and Tb  are -Q comparable and 

(ii) ( ) ( ) (( ) ( ));abbaSTaTbTbTa PPQQQ −−λ≤−−   

(iii) there exists a ,0 Ex ∈  such that 0x  and 0Tx  are -Λ comparable. 

Then T has fixed point and the iterative sequence { }0xT n  converges to a 

fixed point ∗x  of T. Moreover ( ) .11 000 xTxNxx −
λ−
λ+≤−∗  

Proof. Considering the iterative sequence 

.,,,, 0
1

10
2

1201 LL xTTxxxTTxxTxx n
nn

+
+ =====  

By conditions (i)-(iii), there exists Λ∈1P  such that 0x  and 01 Txx =  are 
-1P comparable. There exists Λ∈2P  such that 1x  and 12 Txx =  are 
-2P comparable and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )01101221 222 TxTxTxTxxxxx PPP −−=−−≤θ   

(( ) ( )).0110 1212 xxxxS PPPP −−λ≤   

Also there exists Λ∈3P  such that 2x  and 23 Txx =  are -3P comparable 
and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )12212332 333 TxTxTxTxxxxx PPP −−=−−≤θ   

(( ) ( )).1221 2323 xxxxS PPPP −−λ≤   

(( ) ( )).0110
2

121323 xxxxSS PPPPPP −−λ≤   

Generally there exists Λ∈+1nP  such that nx  and nn Txx =+1  are 
-1+nP comparable and 
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( ) ( )nnPnnP xxxx n −−≤θ ++ ++ 11 11n   

( ) ( )11 1 −− −−=
+ nnPnn TxTxTxTx n  

(( ) ( ))1111 −− −−λ≤
++ nnPnnPPP xxxxS nnnn   

(( ) ( ))2112
2

1111 −−−− −−λ≤
−−++ nnPnnPPPPP xxxxSS nnnnnn   

LL≤  

(( ) ( )).0110 121111 xxxxSSS PPPPPPP
n

P nnnnn −−λ≤
−++

L  

By the normality of ,1+nP  

( ) ( )01101 12111 xxxxSSSNxx PPPPPPP
n

nn nnnn −−λ≤−
−++ L  

.10 xxNn −λ≤  

Since ,1<λ  it is easy to prove that { }nx  is a Cauchy sequence. Since E 

is complete, let .Exxn ∈→ ∗  The continuity of T implies that 

,limlim 1
∗

+∞→∞→
∗ === xxTxTx nnnn

 

so ∗x  is a fixed point of T. Moreover 

1
1

00 limlim −
=

∞→∞→
∗ −≤−=− ∑ ii

n

i
nnn

xxxxxx  

0101
1

2
lim xxxxNi

n

i
n

−+−λ≤ −

=
∞→ ∑  

0101
1

2
xxxxNn

n
−+−λ≤ −

∞

=
∑  

( ) .11 01 xxN −
λ−
λ+=  

The proof is complete. 
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Theorem 2. Let mapping EET →:  and 10 <λ<  satisfies 

(i) If a and b are Λ∈P  comparable, then there exists Λ∈Q  such 
that Ta  and Tb  are -Q comparable and 

(ii) ( ) ( ) (( ) ( ));abbaSTaTbTbTa PPQQQ −−λ≤−−   

(iii) there exists a ,0 Ex ∈  such that for all n, 0x  and 0xT n  are -Λ  
comparable; 

(iv) Λ  has convergent sequence comparable property. 

Then T has fixed point and the iterative sequence { }0xT n  converges to a 

fixed point ∗x  of T. 

Proof. As the proof of Theorem 1, we define iterative sequence =nx  

0xT n  and we can prove that { }nx  is a Cauchy sequence. Since E is 

complete, let .Exxn ∈→ ∗  Next we prove that ∗x  is a fixed point of T. 

Now we prove that for all n and m, nx  and mx  are -Λ comparable. 

Let ,nm <  by the condition (iii) 0x  and 0xTx mn
mn

−
− =  are -Λ  

comparable. And by the condition (i), we get that 0Tx  and mnTx −  are 

-Λ comparable. Repeating the procedure, we have 0xT m  and =−mn
mxT  

0xT n  are -Λ comparable. So nx  and mx  are -Λ comparable. 

Since Λ  has convergent sequence comparable property, for all nxn,  

and ∗x  are -Λ comparable. Hence there exist Λ∈nP  such that nx  and 
∗x  are -nP comparable. By condition (i) and (ii), there exist Λ∈nQ  such 

that ∗Tx  and nTx  are -nQ comparable and 

( ) ( ) (( ) ( )).∗∗∗∗ −−λ≤−−≤θ xxxxSTxTxTxTx nPnQPQnQnQ nnnnnn   

By the normality of ,nQ  

( ).,01 ∞→→−λ≤−=− ∗∗∗
+ nxxNTxTxTxx nnn  

This implies .1
∗

+ → Txxn  We get ∗∗ = xTx  and ∗x  is a fixed point of T.  
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Theorem 3. Let mapping EET →:  is continuous and 

2
10 <λ< N  satisfies 

(i) If a and b are Λ∈P  comparable and b and c are also -P  

comparable, then there exists Λ∈Q  such that Ta  and Tb  are -Q  

comparable and Tb  and Tc are also -Q comparable. 

(ii) If a and Ta  are Λ∈P  comparable and b and Tb  are also -P  

comparable, then there exists Λ∈Q  such that Ta  and Tb  are -Q  
comparable and 

( ) ( )TaTbTbTa Q −−   

(( ) ( ) ( ) ( ));TbbbTbTaaaTaS PPPQQ −−+−−λ≤   

(iii) there exists a Ex ∈0  and ,1 Λ∈P  such that 0x  and 0Tx  are 

-1P  comparable and 0Tx  and 0
2xT  are -1P comparable. 

Then T has fixed point and the iterative sequence { }0xT n  converges to 

a fixed point ∗x  of T. 

Proof. Defining the iterative sequence 

.,,,, 0
1

10
2

1201 LL xTTxxxTTxxTxx n
nn

+
+ =====  

Since 0x  and 01 Txx =  are -1P comparable and 1x  and 12 Txx =  are 
-1P comparable. By condition (ii), there exists 1Q  such that 0Tx  and 1Tx  

are -1Q comparable and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )01101221 111 TxTxTxTxxxxx QQQ −−=−−≤θ   

((( ) ( )) (( ) ( ))).11110000 11111 xTxTxxxTxTxxS PPQPQ −−+−−λ≤   

Hence 

( ),211021 xxxxNxx −+−λ≤−  

.1 1021 xxN
Nxx −
λ−

λ≤−  
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By condition (i), there exists Λ∈2P  such that 1x  and 12 Txx =  are -2P  
comparable and 2x  and 23 Txx =  are -2P comparable. By condition (ii), 
there exists 2Q  such that 1Tx  and 2Tx  are -2Q comparable and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )12212332 222 TxTxTxTxxxxx QQQ −−=−−≤θ   

((( ) ( )) (( ) ( ))).22221111 22222 xTxTxxxTxTxxS PPQPQ −−+−−λ≤   

Hence 

( ),322132 xxxxNxx −+−λ≤−  

.1 2132 xxN
Nxx −
λ−

λ≤−  

Generally we have 

.1 11 nnnn xxN
Nxx −
λ−

λ≤− −+  

Since ,2
1<λN  we can prove that { }nx  is a Cauchy sequence in E. Since 

E is complete, let .Exxn ∈→ ∗  The continuity of T implies that 

,limlim 1
∗

+∞→∞→
∗ === xxTxTx nnnn

 

so ∗x  is a fixed point of T. The proof is complete. 

Theorem 4. Let mapping EET →:  is continuous and <λ< N0  
21  satisfies 

(i) If a and b are Λ∈P  comparable, then there exists Λ∈Q  such 
that Ta  and Tb  are -Q comparable 

(ii) If a and Ta  are Λ∈P  comparable, b and Tb  are Λ∈Q  
comparable and Ta  and Tb  are Λ∈R  comparable, then 

( ) ( )TaTbTbTa R −−   

( ( ) ( )) (( ) ( ));TbbbTbSTaaaTaS PQRPPRR −−+−−λ≤   
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(iii) there exists a Ex ∈0  and ,1 Λ∈P  such that 0x  and 0Tx  are 

-1P comparable. Then T has fixed point and the iterative sequence 

{ }0xT n  converges to a fixed point ∗x  of T. 

Proof. Defining the iterative sequence 

.,,,, 0
1

10
2

1201 LL xTTxxxTTxxTxx n
nn

+
+ =====  

By conditions, there exists Λ∈nP  such that 1−nx  and nx  are -nP  
comparable. And 

( ) ( )nnPnnP xxxx nn −−≤θ ++ ++ 11 11   

( ) ( )11 1 −− −−=
+ nnPnn TxTxTxTx n  

( (( ) ( ))1111 −− −−λ≤
++ nnPnnPPP xxxxS nnnn   

(( ) ( )).11 111 nnPnnPP xxxxS nnn −−+ ++ +++
  

So 

.1 11 nnnn xxN
Nxx −
λ−

λ≤− −+  

It is easy to prove that { }nx  is a Cauchy sequence and converges to 

.Ex ∈∗  By the continuity of ,, ∗∗ = xTxT  so ∗x  is a fixed point of T. The 
proof is complete. 

Theorem 5. Let mapping EET →:  is continuous and 210 <λ< N  
satisfies 

(i) If a and b are Λ∈P  comparable, then there exists Λ∈Q  such 
that Ta  and Tb  are -Q comparable. 

(ii) If a and Tb  are Λ∈P  comparable, b and Ta  are also -Q  

comparable and Ta  and Tb  are Λ∈R  comparable, then 

( ) ( )TaTbTbTa R −−   

( (( ) ( )) (( ) ( )));bTaTabSaTbTbaS PQRPPRR −−+−−λ≤   
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(iii) there exists a Ex ∈0  such that 0x  and 0Tx  are -Λ comparable 

and 0x  and 0
2xT  are -Λ comparable. 

Then T has fixed point and the iterative sequence { }0xT n  converges to 

a fixed point ∗x  of T. 

Proof. Defining the iterative sequence 

.,,,, 0
1

10
2

1201 LL xTTxxxTTxxTxx n
nn

+
+ =====  

By condition (iii), there exists Λ∈1P  such that 0x  and 01 Txx =  are 

-1P comparable and there exists Λ∈1Q  such that 0x  and 0
2

2 xTx =  

are -1Q comparable. By condition (i), there exists Λ∈2P  such that 1x  

and 12 Txx =  are -2P comparable and there exists Λ∈2Q  such that 1x  

and 1
2

3 xTx =  are -2Q comparable. Generally there exists Λ∈nP  such 

that 1−nx  and 1−= nn Txx  are -nP comparable and there exists Λ∈nQ  

such that 1−nx  and 1
2

1 −+ = nn xTx  are -nQ comparable. 

Since 1−nx  and nTx  are -nQ comparable, nx  and 1−nTx  are also 

-nQ comparable and 1−nTx  and nTx  are -1+nP comparable, by condition 

(ii), we have 

( ) ( )nnPnnP xxxx nn −−≤θ ++ ++ 11 11   

( ) ( )11 1 −− −−=
+ nnPnn TxTxTxTx n  

(( ) ( )1111 −− −−λ≤
++ nnQnnQPP xTxTxxS nnnn   

( ) ( )).11 nnQnn xTxTxx n −−+ −−   

So 

( ),11111 +−+−+ −+−λ≤−λ≤− nnnnnnnn xxxxNxxNxx  

 .1 11 nnnn xxN
Nxx −
λ−

λ≤− −+  
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Since ,21<λN  it is easy to prove that { }nx  is a Cauchy sequence and 

converges to .Ex ∈∗  By the continuity of ,, ∗∗ = xTxT  so ∗x  is a fixed 
point of T. The proof is complete. 
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